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The Rise of MOOCs

• Origins of movement in small, professor-created courses
• The creation of MOOC providers, with backing from top 

universities and (in some cases) venture capital
• The significance of the players involved



How MOOCs Have Changed in Last Year

• A move toward awarding credit
• Growth in number of institutions
• Growth in number of students
• Shift in focus toward general ed and introductory courses



The International Dimension
• Who the students are – and the competition
• MOOCs in Britain and Australia
• Do MOOCs help the developing world?

“Britain boasts some of the best 
universities in the world. This innovative 
new offer .. will mean that Indian students 
can access some of the best teaching and 
learning online from their home in Mumbai 
or Delhi…. I hope it will encourage many 
more Indian students to take the next step 
and study with a UK university.”
--British Prime Minister David Cameron



MOOCs and Student Success
A new debate over how to judge completion rates



The Challenge of MOOCs 
to Colleges’ Traditional Business Models

• Licensing course content 
• Centralizing distance education
• What to do when students demand credit (and tuition 

discounts)
• Can higher education cut costs?
• MOOCs as entryway into non-MOOCs (and boosting 

enrollment)?



The California Bill
• What Senator Steinberg’s bill says
• Why it matters
• How higher ed is responding (or not)



MOOCs and the Faculty Role
• Are MOOCs a path to the flipped classroom, or a path to 

faculty-free education, or something in the middle?
• IP issues for those who teach, and for their institutions
• The debate over governance



The MOOC Frenzy and Its Impact
• The media focus
• Overshadowing non-MOOC online education?
• Are MOOCs a true innovation or a new form of the textbook?



Crucial Issues Ahead
• Accreditation and quality control
• The role of peers in class and micro-communities within 

MOOCs
• How to judge success
• The relationship between MOOCs and other big trends (for-

credit online education, “stacking,” moves away from 
traditional credit hours, etc.)



Resources
• Inside Higher Ed’s free print-on-demand booklet of articles 

and essays about MOOCs is available at 
http://www.insidehighered.com/content/editorial-booklets

• Inside Higher Ed’s latest news coverage on MOOCs and 
other developments in online education (plus the insights of 
bloggers) may be found here: 
http://www.insidehighered.com/news/focus/technology



Questions and Answers
• Follow-up questions and story ideas welcome: 

scott.jaschik@insidehighered.com and 
doug.lederman@insidehighered.com
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